### 23” - 42” Motorised Wall Bracket

**Model Code:** LCD-M03

**Features:**
- Full motion motorised wall bracket
- For 23 - 42” screen
- Tilt: 0° ~ −15°, Swivel ±45°
- 2 programmable positions
- Safety mechanism stops motion when movement is obstructed
- Power adapter and remote included
- TV to wall: 75 - 170mm
- VESA: 100x100 - 400x400mm
- Load Capacity: 35kgs

### 23” - 42” Full Motion LCD/Plasma Wall Mount Bracket

**Model Code:** LCD-LPA13-444

**Features:**
- 23”-42” Full motion LCD/Plasma wall mount bracket
- Tilt: ±15°, Swivel ±45°
- Max. hole pattern: 426 x 404mm (WxH)
- Universal mounting pattern
- Max. VESA: 200x200/400x200/400x400/600x400/800x400
- TV to wall: 125 - 515mm
- Load capacity: 45kgs

### 37” - 63” Corner LCD/Plasma Wall Mount Bracket

**Model Code:** LCD-LPA13-484C

**Features:**
- 37” - 63” Corner LCD/Plasma wall mount bracket
- Tilt: ±15°, Swivel ±60°
- Max. hole pattern 826 x 404mm
- Universal mounting pattern
- Max. VESA 200x200/400x200/400x400/600x400/800x400
- TV to wall: 125 - 515mm
- Load Capacity: 60kgs

### 37” - 63” Motorised Wall Bracket

**Model Code:** LCD-M03

**Features:**
- Full motion motorised wall bracket
- For 23 - 42” screen
- Tilt: 0° ~ −15°, Swivel ±45°
- 2 programmable positions
- Safety mechanism stops motion when movement is obstructed
- Power adapter and remote included
- TV to wall: 75 - 170mm
- VESA: 100x100 - 400x400mm
- Load Capacity: 35kgs

### 37” - 63” LCD/Plasma Wall Mount Bracket

**Model Code:** LCD-LPA13-484

**Features:**
- 37” - 63” LCD/Plasma wall mount bracket
- Tilt: ±15°, Swivel ±60°
- Max. hole pattern 826 x 404mm
- Universal mounting pattern
- Max. VESA 200x200/400x200/400x400/600x400/800x400
- TV to wall: 125 - 515mm
- Load Capacity: 60kgs